children’s bedrooms

strap here

Room

to grow

Nurture your child’s creativity
with a stylish room like these
inspiring examples

“We knew we wanted grey as opposed to
the traditional pink for Madison’s room,”
says Caryn Shirley of Durban of their
choice of Greybeard by Plascon. “Little
girls’ accessories tend to be in shades of
pink and we thought that grey would
provide a lovely contrast as well as make
the room feel cooler on hot afternoons.”
A wicker toy box, wall-mounted
shelving and a chest of drawers, which
belonged to Caryn’s mother as a child,
provide plenty of storage for clothes, toys
and essentials. The toy box is particularly
practical as Madison can unpack her toys
herself and tidy away easily.
Caryn’s favourite element of the room
is the beautiful, old-fashioned cot from
Dastakari, a gift from Madison’s granny.
Madison’s favourite item is the princess
tent from Mr Price Home which, along
with the pretty vinyl tree and butterfly
stickers, adds a touch of whimsy to the
space. A bright rug from Mr Price Home

When Blouberg
mom Sam
Pienaar was
pregnant, she
had no idea
whether she was expecting a boy or a girl.
“I told interior designer Cheryl Herweg
of Changing Spaces that I didn’t want
a typical colourful baby room, but a
calm, stylish space that would still be
appropriate and cute as a nursery.”
Cheryl’s solution was a grey and
white palette where splashes of either
blue or pink could be added after Sam
gave birth. “I’m not a fan of blue- or
pink-themed baby rooms as they tend
to date quickly. This nursery is rather
compact, so I had wall stripes painted in
Plascon Expressions, colour Neutral, and
Earthcote, colour Candlestick, to add
depth without making the decor too busy.
The neutral alphabet decals from WallArt
Studios were mounted before Ross’s
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protects the carpet from any spills or
mess. “A carpet or rug can also help to
unify the room with a particular design
or colour scheme,” Caryn advises.

SOURCES
Dastakari 031 303 9444
Mr Price Home mrphome.com
Plascon plascon.co.za
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what a girl wants

arrival; I simply omitted a few letters and
ordered them in blue on the day Ross was
born and had them mounted before Sam
returned from hospital,” says Cheryl.
While Sam loves the serenity of the
palette, she feels that the room is very
practical too. “I wanted a light and airy
feel during the day, so Cheryl combined
sheer and block-out curtains, which give
us complete darkness when Ross needs to
sleep. The layout is also brilliant. Having a
changing station with plenty of storage to
the left of the cot with a rocking chair right
next to it is extremely functional,” she says.
The floor lamp is from K. Light Import
and the striped mug and planter are
from Woolworths. 
SOURCES
Changing Spaces 021 557 2070 or
changingspaces.co.za
Earthcote earthcote.co.za
K. Light Import klight.co.za
Plascon plascon.co.za
WallArt Studios wallartstudios.co.za
Woolworths woolworths.co.za
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